Theoretical efficacy of preventive measures for pathologic fracture after surgical removal of mandibular lesions based on a three-dimensional finite element analysis.
Pathologic fracture of the mandible after removal of a lesion historically has been a clinical problem. The present study aimed to evaluate mandibular strength after removal of a lesion and to illustrate the theoretical efficacy of preventive measures against pathologic fracture based on a 3-dimensional finite element (FE) analysis. A computed tomographic (CT)-based FE model of the mandible of a patient with a dentigerous cyst including a third molar was constructed. Using this model, the decrease of mandibular strength after virtual removal of the lesion was analyzed. The effect of the decrease of occlusal force and reinforcement by a miniplate was analyzed using a simple FE model of the mandible. Based on these analyses, removal of the cyst with the third molar was performed with a decrease of occlusal force and reinforcement by a miniplate. The validity of these procedures was analyzed using a CT-based FE model constructed after surgery. The von Mises stress in a CT-based FE model after virtual removal of the cyst with the third molar was markedly greater than that in the original FE model. In the analysis using a simple FE model, the stress around the fenestrated area was decreased after premolar loading compared with that after molar loading. In addition, miniplate placement around the fenestrated area markedly decreased the stress. Based on these results, the cast crowns of the first and second molars were removed and the fenestrated area of the mandible was reinforced with a 1.5-mm locking miniplate in the actual surgery. The von Mises stress in the fenestrated area was decreased and primarily borne by the miniplate in the analysis of a CT-based FE model constructed after surgery. The present study illustrated the theoretical efficacy of plate application for the decrease of stress on the mandible after surgical removal of a cyst including a third molar based on a simulation by FE analysis.